## QuNeo 3D MULTI-TOUCH PAD CONTROLLER

**MSRP** $419.00

**FEATURES**
- SMART FABRIC SENSORS USED ON 44 PADS, SLIDERS, ROTARIES & AMP; SWITCHES
- PRESSURE, VELOCITY & AMP; POSITION SENSITIVE
- 251 MULTI-COLOR LEDS GIVE VISUAL FEEDBACK
- QuNeo is compatible with all MIDI controllable synths and DAWs
- The size of an iPad, weighs just 14oz
- Communicates via USB, MIDI, or OSC. Connect to 5-Pin MIDI with optional MIDI Expander

## K-MIX PROGRAMMABLE MIXER, AUDIO INTERFACE, CONTROL SURFACE

**MSRP** $999.00

**FEATURES**
- The next generation programmable mixer and audio interface for studio, stage and band rooms
- Professional quality USB powered audio interface with µPre™ preamps for superb quality audio recording
- Fully programmable mixer that features flexible routing, per-channel DSP, and can function without a computer
- Unbreakable precision opto-tactile control surface designed from the ground up to command any DAW
- Plug and play with Mac™ plus Windows™ drivers are available
- 9 touch faders, 4 touch rotary, 9 channel buttons, 17 function buttons, 4 bank buttons

## SoftStep 2 USB MIDI FOOT CONTROLLER

**MSRP** $539.00

**FEATURES**
- USB powered, MAC OS, WINDOWS, IOS
- Compatible with any DAW, music software or 5-pin MIDI hardware
- Constructed from rugged elastomeric and graphite composites with a carbon fiber backing
- 10 smart fabric sensor pads that are fully customizable to detect pressure and are directionally sensitive
- Send up to 6 messages per key - Note, CC, Pitch Bend, Program Change, MMC, or OSC
- Visual feedback from backlit keys, LED indicators, and an alphanumeric display
- Connect to 5-Pin MIDI with optional MIDI Expander

## 12 Step CHROMATIC KEYBOARD FOOT CONTROLLER

**MSRP** $469.00

**FEATURES**
- Polyphonic - Play up to 5 note chords with a single touch
- Expressive - Velocity sensitive, poly after-touch & pitch bend
- Portable - Fits in a gig bag or backpack, weighs only 1 lb
- Rugged - Built from elastomeric and carbon fiber composites
- Familiar chromatic keyboard layout (13 keys)
- Smart fabric sensors that respond to the velocity, pressure and tilt of your foot
- Connect to 5-Pin MIDI with optional MIDI Expander
NEW
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K-Board SMART KEYBOARD MIDI CONTROLLER

**K716**
PLUG AND PLAY USB MIDI KEYBOARD
WITH SMART FABRIC TECHNOLOGY

**MSRP**
$149.00

**FEATURES**
- SMART FABRIC SENSOR KEYBOARD WITH TOUCH-SENSITIVE KEYS TO SHAPE SOUND BASED ON PRESSURE OR FINGER TILT
- MICRO-USB TO USB-A CABLE
- PLUG & PLAY, VIA USB CABLE TO YOUR TABLET OR COMPUTER, LAUNCH A MUSIC PROGRAM, AND START PLAYING
- VIRTUALLY UNBREAKABLE
- K-BOARD SMART KEYBOARD WORKS WITH IOS, ANDROID, MAC OS, WINDOWS
- 25 LED BACKLIT KEYS

QuNexus SMART SENSOR KEYBOARD CONTROLLER

**K708**
KEYBOARD CONTROLLER
WITH SMART FABRIC TECHNOLOGY

**K708CK**
QuNexus CABLE KIT (OPTIONAL)

**MSRP**
$299.00

**INCLUDED**
- USB A-TO-MICRO CABLE (1 METER)

**FEATURES**
- 25 KEY, SMART FABRIC SENSORS DETECT PRESSURE, VELOCITY, AND TILT WITH POLYPHONIC AFTERTOUCH
- 2 CV/GATE INPUTS; GATE AND 3 CV OUTPUTS (16-BIT)
- 7 OCTAVE RANGE
- PITCH BEND PAD
- PLUG AND PLAY: USB POWERED, NO DRIVERS NEEDED
- MAC OS, WINDOWS, IOS, ANDROID, LINUX
- EXTREMELY DURABLE DESIGN, TESTED TO SURVIVE SPILLS AND EVEN BEING RUN OVER BY A CAR
- BLUE AND WHITE LED ILLUMINATION
- CONNECT TO 5-PIN MIDI WITH OPTIONAL MIDI EXPANDER

Midi Expander CONNECT KMI DEVICES via 5-pin MIDI

**K701**
CONNECT KMI DEVICES
via 5-pin MIDI

**MSRP**
$99.00

**INCLUDED**
- A TO B USB CABLE (2 METERS)
- POWER PLUG

**FEATURES**
- 5-PIN MIDI IN & OUT ENABLES COMMUNICATION WITH HARDWARE DEVICES
- POWERS YOUR KMI CONTROLLER AND ENABLES STANDALONE USE WITHOUT A COMPUTER
- THE MIDI EXPANDER IS A MUST-HAVE ADD-ON THAT ENABLES YOU TO CONTROL YOUR MIDI WORLD
- SIMPLE PLUG AND PLAY OPERATION

*COMPATIBLE WITH SoftStep, 12 Step, QuNexus, QuNeo, and BoiPad

SOFTWARE EDITORS FOR BoiPad, QuNeo, K-MIX, SoftStep 2, 12 Step, K-Board, AND QuNexus ARE AVAILABLE AT

WWW.PEARL-ELECTRONICS-SUPPORT.COM
This price list replaces our March 2018 price list reflecting our line of new products. Please refer to the latest Pearl catalogs for more details.

Products listed herein may be limited or discontinued. To improve the design, quality and performance of our instruments the Pearl Corporation reserves the right to change specifications and prices without notice.

All merchandise will be shipped at prevailing prices. All prices are F.O.B. Nashville, TN and listed in U.S. Dollars.
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